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Introduction
The purpose of this manual is to address some frequently asked questions
(“FAQs”) in connection with the interpretation of legislation and regulations
which implement Country-by-Country (“CbC”) Reporting in Ireland.

2

What is CbC Reporting and who does it apply to?
CbC Reporting is part of Action 13 of the OECD/G20 Base Erosion and Profit
Shifting (“BEPS”) Action Plan and the EU Commission’s Anti-Tax-Avoidance
Package.
In October 2015, the OECD/G20 published the Transfer Pricing Documentation
and Country-by-Country Reporting Action 13 Final Report (the “BEPS Action 13
Final Report”). The BEPS Action 13 Final Report recognised that enhancing
transparency for tax administrations, by providing them with adequate
information to conduct transfer pricing risk assessments, is an essential part of
tackling the BEPS problem. Council Directive (EU) 2016/881, which amends
Directive 2011/16/EU as regards mandatory automatic exchange of information
in the field of taxation (known as “DAC 4”), was adopted on 25 May 2016. DAC 4
aims to transpose the OECD BEPS recommendations for CbC reporting into EU
legislation.
CbC Reporting requires large multinational enterprises (“MNE”) to file a CbC
Report that will provide a breakdown of the amount of revenue, profits, taxes
and other indicators of economic activities for each tax jurisdiction in which the
MNE group does business. CbC Reporting only applies to MNE groups with
annual consolidated group revenue of €750 million1 or more in the preceding
fiscal year (“MNE Groups”).
For the first time, CbC Reporting will give tax administrations a global picture of
the operations of MNE Groups. Tax authorities can then use this information to
perform high-level transfer pricing risk assessments and to evaluate other BEPSrelated risks.

3

What is the OECD/G20 guidance on CbC Reporting?
The BEPS Action 13 Final Report is the primary OECD/G20 guidance on CbC
Reporting. The OECD has also produced; Guidance on the Implementation of
Country-by-Country Reporting: BEPS Action 13, which addresses some common
questions of interpretation and is updated regularly.
The OECD has also published the following guidance:

1

Or an equivalent amount in a non-euro currency.
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-

A compilation of the approaches adopted by jurisdictions (including
Ireland), in cases where the OECD guidance provides flexibility. Guidance
on the appropriate use of information contained in CbC Reports.

-

Country-by-Country Reporting: Handbook on Effective Implementation.

-

Country-by-Country Reporting: Handbook on Effective Tax Risk
Assessment.

What is the Irish legislation governing CbC Reporting?
The legislation that implements CbC Reporting in Ireland is contained in:
A. Section 891H of the Taxes Consolidation Act 1997 (“TCA 1997”) (as
inserted by section 33 of Finance Act 2015 and as amended by section 24
of Finance Act 2016) (the “Legislation”); and
B. Taxes (Country-by-Country Reporting) Regulations 2016 (the
“Regulations”)
(together the “Irish CbC Reporting Legislation”).

5

Can the OECD guidance on CbC Reporting be used to
interpret the Irish CbC Reporting Legislation?
All countries participating in the BEPS project agreed a CbC Reporting
implementation package. This package can be found at page 37 of the BEPS
Action 13 Final Report and includes model legislation for the introduction of CbC
Reporting requirements (the “OECD Model Legislation”). The purpose of the
implementation package, and in particular, the OECD Model Legislation, is to
ensure a consistent and standard approach to CbC Reporting across all
implementing countries. For this reason, the Irish CbC Reporting Legislation
closely mirrors the OECD Model Legislation and relies on it for certain definitions.
Therefore, a good understanding of the BEPS Action 13 Final Report is critical to
understanding and interpreting the Irish CbC Reporting Legislation and it should
be read in conjunction with this manual.
It should be noted that there are some differences between the OECD Model
Legislation and the Irish CbC Reporting Legislation. Where there is a conflict, the
Irish CbC Reporting Legislation takes precedence.

6

How should terms contained in the Irish CbC Reporting
Legislation and this manual be interpreted?
A number of terms used in this manual are defined in the Irish CbC Reporting
Legislation, including “country-by-country report”, “OECD”, “OECD model
legislation”, “equivalent country-by-country report”, “fiscal year” and “reporting
entity”. Whilst this manual provides further information to assist with the
interpretation of some of these terms, the reader is referred to the Irish CbC
Reporting Legislation for a full definition of all relevant terms.
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In addition, as noted in paragraph 4 above, the Irish CbC Reporting Legislation
relies on the OECD Model Legislation for certain definitions, including “MNE
group”, “qualifying competent authority agreement”, and “systemic failure”.
These terms are explained in detail in the OECD Model Legislation and should be
interpreted as set out in the OECD Model Legislation.
For ease of reference, definitions of some key terms contained in the OECD
Model Legislation and Irish CbC Reporting Legislation (namely “constituent
entity”, “domestic constituent entity”, “EU designated entity” “surrogate parent
entity” and “ultimate parent entity”), which are used frequently in this manual,
have been reproduced in Appendix I of this document.

7

When did the CbC Reporting requirements come into
effect in Ireland?
CbC Reporting requirements apply in Ireland for fiscal years beginning on or after
1 January 2016.

8

Who is required to file a CbC Report in Ireland?
As noted in paragraph 1, CbC Reporting requirements apply to MNE Groups with
consolidated group revenue of €750 million2 or more in the immediately
preceding fiscal year.
The following constituent entities are required to file CbC Reports in Ireland with
effect from 1 January 2016:
-

An Irish tax resident ultimate parent entity of an MNE Group;

-

An Irish tax resident surrogate parent entity of an MNE Group. (A surrogate
parent entity can only be appointed in specific circumstances – refer to
paragraph 8 below); and

-

An Irish tax resident EU designated entity of an MNE Group. (An EU
designated entity can only be appointed in specific circumstances – refer to
paragraph 16 below).

BEPS Action 13 Final Report provides that the agreed threshold is €750 million or a near
equivalent amount in domestic currency as of January 2015. The OECD published additional
guidance in June 2016 in relation to the impact of currency fluctuations on this threshold of €750
million and, in particular, the impact of such fluctuations on secondary reporting (Guidance on
the Implementation of Country-by-Country Reporting). The guidance addresses the application of
secondary reporting in circumstances where a jurisdiction has a threshold based on its domestic
currency equivalent of €750m as at January 2015 and an ultimate parent entity resident in that
jurisdiction has revenues below that threshold but, due to currency fluctuations, it has revenues
in excess of €750m. Revenue can confirm that, in line with the OECD guidance, and provided the
jurisdiction of the ultimate parent entity has implemented a reporting threshold that is a near
equivalent of €750 million in domestic currency as it was at January 2015, an MNE Group that
complies with this local threshold will not be exposed to secondary reporting in Ireland as a result
of not filing a CbC report in the jurisdiction of tax residence of the ultimate parent entity.
2
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An Irish tax resident domestic constituent entity of an MNE Group may be
required to file a CbC Report or an Equivalent CbC Report under the secondary
reporting mechanism. Refer to paragraphs 11 – 16 for more details concerning
the secondary reporting mechanism.

9

When can a surrogate parent be appointed?
Regulation 4 of the Regulations deals with surrogate parent entities. The
conditions that must be met in relation to the appointment of a surrogate parent
entity depend on whether the surrogate parent entity is resident in an EU
Member State or in a non-EU Member State.
Where the surrogate parent entity is resident for the purposes of tax in a non-EU
Member State, Regulation 4 provides that it can be appointed by an MNE Group
to file the CbC Report instead of the ultimate parent entity where each of A, B
and C below are satisfied:
A. One or more of the following circumstances applies:
i. the ultimate parent entity of an MNE Group is not required to
provide a CbC Report in its jurisdiction of tax residence;
ii. the jurisdiction in which the ultimate parent entity of that MNE
Group is resident for tax purposes does not have a qualifying
competent authority agreement in effect with Ireland (by the due
date for filing the CbC Report) that provides for the exchange of
CbC Reports; or
iii. there has been a systemic failure by the jurisdiction of tax
residence of the ultimate parent entity of that MNE Group to
provide the CbC Reports in its possession and Revenue has
notified the Irish tax resident constituent entity that such a failure
has occurred; and
B. The jurisdiction in which the surrogate parent entity is resident for tax
purposes:
i.

requires the filing of CbC Reports;

ii.

has a qualifying competent authority agreement in effect with
Ireland (by the due date for filing the CbC Report) that provides
for the exchange of CbC Reports;

iii.

has not notified Revenue of an event of systemic failure; and

iv.

has been notified of the identity of the surrogate parent entity;
and

C. A notification has been provided to Revenue setting out the name and
jurisdiction of tax residence of the surrogate parent entity. Refer to
paragraph 30 for more information regarding notifications.
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Where the surrogate parent entity is resident for the purposes of tax in an EU
Member State, Regulation 4 provides that it can be appointed to file the CbC
Report instead of the ultimate parent entity where one or more of the
circumstances outlined in A above exists.

10

What are the obligations of an Irish tax resident
constituent entity which has been appointed as a
surrogate parent entity?
Where an Irish tax resident constituent entity is appointed as a surrogate parent
entity, the Irish CbC Reporting Legislation applies as if that entity were an
ultimate parent entity. In particular, Regulation 4(2) of the Regulations provides
that an Irish tax resident constituent entity which has been appointed as a
surrogate parent entity must provide a CbC Report to Revenue on behalf of the
entire MNE Group.

11

What information should a CbC Report contain?
A CbC Report for an MNE Group must contain the following information in
respect each jurisdiction in which the MNE Group operates:
(a) on an aggregate basis, —
(i)

amount of unrelated party revenue, related party revenue and total
revenue;

(ii)

amount of profit or loss before income tax;

(iii)

amount of income tax paid;

(iv)

amount of income tax accrued;

(v)

amount of stated capital,

(vi)

amount of accumulated earnings,

(vii)

number of employees, and

(viii)

value of tangible assets other than cash or cash equivalents; and

(b) identification and the tax identification number (“TIN”) of each constituent
entity carrying on a business or tax resident in each jurisdiction and, where
different from such jurisdiction of tax residence, the jurisdiction under the laws
of which such constituent entity is organised, and the nature of the main
business activity or activities of each constituent entity.
Refer to paragraph 21 below for details on how to file a CbC Report.

12

What is the secondary reporting mechanism?
Regulation 3 of the Regulations deals with the secondary reporting mechanism.
In accordance with the BEPS Action 13 Final Report and DAC 4, the secondary
reporting mechanism requires a constituent entity of an MNE Group, which is
9
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neither an ultimate parent entity, a surrogate parent entity nor a EU designated
entity to file a CbC Report in certain circumstances. DAC 4 introduced additional
requirements in relation to the secondary reporting mechanism which are
reflected in Regulation 3 and are outlined in paragraph 13.

13

When does the secondary reporting mechanism apply in
Ireland?
The secondary reporting mechanism applies where no surrogate parent entity or
EU designated entity has been appointed and one or more of the following
circumstances apply:
A. the ultimate parent entity of an MNE Group is not required to provide a
CbC Report in its jurisdiction of tax residence;
B. the jurisdiction in which the ultimate parent entity of that MNE Group is
resident for tax purposes does not have a qualifying competent authority
agreement in effect with Ireland (by the due date for filing the CbC
Report) that provides for the exchange of CbC Reports3; or
C. there has been a systemic failure by the jurisdiction of tax residence of
the ultimate parent entity of that MNE Group to provide the CbC Reports
in its possession and Revenue has notified the Irish tax resident
constituent entity that such a failure has occurred.
For the fiscal year 2016, an ultimate parent entity of an MNE Group that is not
required to file a CbC Report for that year under the laws of its country of
residence may, depending on the country of its residence, file a CbC Report on a
voluntary basis (referred to as ‘parent surrogate filing’). Refer to paragraph 15
for details of when a parent surrogate filing may result in the non-application of
the secondary reporting mechanism in Ireland.

14 What are the requirements under the secondary
reporting mechanism in Ireland?
The Irish CbC Reporting Legislation requires that, where the conditions for the
secondary reporting mechanism apply, the domestic constituent entity must
request its ultimate parent entity to provide it with all the information required
to enable it to prepare a CbC Report with information on the whole MNE Group.
Where the ultimate entity complies with this request, the domestic constituent
entity must provide a full CbC Report to the Revenue Commissioners for the MNE
Group. However, where the ultimate parent entity refuses to comply with the
request, the domestic constituent entity must:
This condition will be applied in a manner consistent with the BEPS Action 13 Final Report. As such,
it will apply in circumstances where (i) there is an international agreement, as defined in Article 1 of
the OECD Model Legislation, in place to which Ireland and the jurisdiction of tax residence of the
ultimate parent entity are party; and (ii) the jurisdiction of tax residence of the ultimate parent entity
does not have a qualifying competent authority agreement in effect with Ireland.

3
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i.

notify the Revenue Commissioners of this refusal, and

ii.

provide an Equivalent CbC Report to the Revenue Commissioners
(see paragraph 14).

The Regulations also provide that, where a domestic constituent entity fails to
make a request to its ultimate parent entity to provide it with all information
required to enable it to prepare a full CbC Report, the penalties provided by
subsection (7) of s891H TCA 1997 shall apply to this failure as if it were a failure
to provide a CbC Report. In addition, where the ultimate parent entity receives
the request but does not provide the requested information within 12 months
after the last day of the fiscal year to which the CbC Report relates, that will be
deemed to be a refusal.
Upon being notified of the refusal referred to in i. above, Revenue will inform
other EU Member States of the refusal. Entities who are required to make the
notification of refusal to Revenue should also include certain information relating
to its ultimate parent entity in Table 3 of the Equivalent CbC Report. Refer to
paragraphs 14 or 17 for the details of the information which should be included.

15

What is an “Equivalent CbC Report” and what information
should it contain?
An Equivalent CbC Report is defined in section 891H TCA 1997 as; “a country-bycountry report, but only to the extent the information required to be included in
that report is within the possession of, or is obtained or acquired by, a domestic
constituent entity”.
This essentially means that an Irish tax resident domestic constituent entity
obliged to file under the secondary reporting mechanism, and whose parent has
refused to provide it with all the information required to provide a full CbC
report for the MNE Group, is required to include on the CbC Report (i) all
information that is within its possession and (ii) all information, in respect of
which it has an enforceable legal right to obtain or acquire from other group
entities (with the exception of legally privileged information). It is Revenue’s
expectation that an Equivalent CbC Report will include inter alia information
relating to the Irish tax resident constituent entity and its subsidiaries.
The Irish tax resident domestic constituent entity obliged to file an Equivalent
CbC report under the secondary reporting mechanism may wish to summarise in
Table 3 (Additional Information) of the Equivalent CbC Report the approach
which it has taken to the completion of the Equivalent CbC Report and to provide
an explanation as to the data which it could not obtain and the reasons for same.
In addition, the following information should be listed in relation to its ultimate
parent entity:


the name of the ultimate parent entity,



the jurisdiction of tax residence of the ultimate parent entity, and
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the fact that the ultimate parent entity has refused to provide all of the
information to allow the reporting entity to file a complete CbC Report.

It is Revenue’s view that an Irish tax resident domestic constituent entity is best
placed to determine what information it can provide on the Equivalent CbC
Report having regard to the specific facts and circumstances of the Irish tax
resident constituent entity. Revenue expects the domestic constituent entity to
take a reasonable, practical and consistent approach. The onus is on the
domestic constituent entity to ensure that the Equivalent CbC Report is complete
and accurate.

16

Will the secondary reporting mechanism apply if an
ultimate parent entity of an MNE Group files a CbC Report
on a voluntary basis in its country of residence in respect
of the 2016 fiscal year?
It is acknowledged that some jurisdictions do not have a legal framework in place
to require an ultimate parent entity resident in that country to file a CbC Report
for a fiscal year commencing on or after 1 January 2016. Following OECD
guidance published in August 2016, Guidance on the Implementation of Countryby-Country Reporting, Revenue accepts that where an ultimate parent entity of
an MNE Group files a CbC Report for its 2016 fiscal year on a voluntary basis in its
country of residence (i.e. parent surrogate filing), and provided a number of
conditions are met, domestic constituent entities resident in Ireland will not be
required to file an Equivalent CbC Report under the secondary reporting
mechanism for that year. The conditions that must be satisfied are:

1. the ultimate parent entity of the MNE Group makes available a CbC Report
conforming to the requirements of the BEPS Action 13 Final Report to the tax
authority of its jurisdiction of tax residence by the filing deadline, i.e. 12
months after the last day of the 2016 fiscal year of the MNE Group; and
2. by the first filing deadline of the CbC Report, the jurisdiction of tax residence
of the ultimate parent entity must have its laws in place to require CbC
Reporting (even if the filing of a CbC Report for the 2016 fiscal year is not
required under those laws); and
3. by the first filing deadline of the CbC Report for the fiscal year 2016, a
qualifying competent authority agreement must be in effect between the
jurisdiction of tax residence of the ultimate parent entity and Ireland; and
4. the jurisdiction of tax residence of the ultimate parent entity has not notified
Revenue of a systemic failure; and
5. an Irish tax resident constituent entity of the MNE Group must, by the last day
of the fiscal year, notify Revenue of the name and jurisdiction of tax residence
of the reporting entity. Refer to paragraph 30 below for further detail on CbC
Reporting notifications.
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What is an EU designated entity and what are its
obligations?
In addition to the OECD requirements for secondary reporting, DAC 4 provides
that, where the conditions for the secondary reporting mechanism apply, an
MNE Group can appoint an “EU designated entity” to file the report on behalf of
all EU constituent entities of a non-EU parented MNE Group. EU designated
entity reporting is provided for in Regulation 5.
Regulation 5 requires an EU designated entity resident for tax purposes in Ireland
to provide a CbC Report to the Revenue Commissioners. Regulation 5 also
provides that a domestic constituent entity (which has not been appointed as an
EU designated entity) is not required to file a CbC Report or equivalent CbC
Report with the Revenue Commissioners under the secondary reporting
mechanism in the following circumstances:
i.

Where an Irish resident EU designated entity of the same MNE Group has
provided a full CbC Report on behalf of the MNE Group to the Revenue
Commissioners; or

ii.

an EU designated entity resident in another EU Member State provides a
CbC Report for the MNE Group in its jurisdiction of tax residence and the
domestic constituent entity provides a notification to the Revenue
Commissioners containing details of the reporting entity for the MNE
Group (see paragraph 30 for more details on notifications).

18 Is there any specific guidance on how to complete the
CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report?
It should be borne in mind that the CbC Report is intended to apply for a
multitude of entity types across a broad range of industries. Therefore, it is not
practical to draft guidance on the completion of CbC Reports / Equivalent CbC
Reports that provides a definitive answer for every type of entity / industry.
The BEPS Action 13 Final Report (page 31) includes detailed instructions and
guidance on how to complete CbC Reports and should be reviewed in full in
advance of completing CbC Reports / Equivalent CbC Reports. In addition, these
FAQs address some specific questions which may arise when completing CbC
Reports / Equivalent CbC Reports.
The reporting entity / domestic constituent entity should adopt a reasonable,
practical and consistent approach to completion of CbC Reports / Equivalent CbC
Reports. Furthermore, the reporting entity / domestic constituent entity should
complete CbC Reports / Equivalent CbC Reports to the best of its ability, taking
into account the guidance provided in the BEPS Action 13 Final Report, having
regard to the specific facts and circumstances of the MNE Group and the industry
in which it operates. The onus is on the reporting entity / domestic constituent
entity to ensure that the CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report is complete and
accurate.
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A. What should be included in the “revenues” column on Table 1 of the CbC
Report / Equivalent CbC Report?
In line with the BEPS Action 13 Final Report, “revenues” should include income
from sales of inventory and properties, services, royalties, interest, premiums
and any other amounts. Payments received from other constituent entities that
are treated as dividends in the payor’s tax jurisdiction should be excluded.
The term “revenues” should be interpreted in the broadest possible sense to
include all income (both revenue and capital in nature but excluding payments
that are treated as dividends in the payor’s tax jurisdiction).
Revenue is of the view that Irish resident constituent entity of an MNE Group is
best placed to interpret the definition of “revenues”, taking into account the
guidance provided in the BEPS Action 13 Final Report, having regard to the
specific facts and circumstances of the MNE Group and the industry in which it
operates. Revenue expects the reporting entity / domestic constituent entity to
take a reasonable, practical and consistent approach. The onus is on the
reporting entity / domestic constituent entity to ensure that the CbC Report /
Equivalent CbC Report is complete and accurate.
B. How should in-country intercompany transactions be reflected in Table 1 of
the CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report?
In accordance with the BEPS Action 13 Final Report, all columns in Table 1
require the reporting entity / domestic constituent entity to include aggregated
results on a country by country basis. In particular, for the purposes of
completing Table 1, financial results of all intercompany dealings within the same
country must be aggregated and not consolidated. Table 3 (Additional
Information) of the CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report can be utilised to explain
levels of in-country intercompany dealings, if required.
C. In what circumstances should contractors or employees on secondment be
included as employees of a particular constituent entity?
In line with the BEPS Action 13 Final Report, independent contractors
participating in the ordinary operating activities of the constituent entity may be
reported as employees.
Revenue is of the view that reporting entity / domestic constituent entity is best
placed to decide whether contractors participate in the ordinary operating
activities of the business and therefore should be included as employees on the
CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report.
Similarly, with regard to employees that have been seconded within an MNE
Group, from one group entity to another group entity, again the reporting entity/
domestic constituent entity is best placed to decide in which entity’s headcount
seconded employees should be included for the purposes of the CbC Report /
Equivalent CbC Report.
As noted above, reporting entity / domestic constituent entity should adopt a
reasonable, practical and consistent approach to completion of CbC Reports /
Equivalent CbC Reports. Furthermore, the reporting entity / domestic

14
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constituent entity should complete CbC Reports / Equivalent CbC Reports to the
best of their ability, taking into account the guidance provided in the BEPS Action
13 Final Report, having regard to the individual facts and circumstances of the
MNE Group and the industry in which it operates. The onus is on the reporting
entity / domestic constituent entity to ensure that the CbC Report / Equivalent
CbC Report is complete and accurate.
D. What should be included in Table 3 (Additional Information) of the CbC
Report / Equivalent CbC Report?
The reporting entity / domestic constituent entity may wish to include any
further brief information or explanation which it considers necessary or that
would facilitate the understanding of the compulsory information provided in the
CbC Report.
There is however some specific information that should be included in Table 3 in
certain circumstances:
I.

Where a reporting entity has filed an Equivalent CbC Report, the
following information should be listed in Table 3:
o the name of the ultimate parent entity,
o the jurisdiction of tax residence of the ultimate parent entity, and
o the fact that the ultimate parent entity has refused to provide all
of the information to allow the reporting entity to file a complete
CbC Report.

II.

Where a reporting entity is filing a CbC Report for a fiscal period that
does not match the calendar year, i.e. 1 January to 31 December, the
reporting entity should include the fiscal period to which the CbC Report
relates in Table 3. For example, if the fiscal period for which the
reporting entity is filing a CbC Report is 1 April to 31 March, this
information should be included in Table 3.

E. How should permanent establishment (including branch) data be reflected
on Table 1 of the CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report?
In line with the BEPS Action 13 Final Report, permanent establishment data
should be reported by reference to the tax jurisdiction in which the permanent
establishment is situated and not by reference to the tax jurisdiction of residence
of the business unit of which the permanent establishment is a part. Residence
tax jurisdiction reporting for the business unit of which the permanent
establishment is a part should exclude financial data related to the permanent
establishment.
The BEPS Action 13 Final Report sets out specific rules with regard to the balance
sheet items on Table 1, that is, Stated Capital, Accumulated Earnings and
Tangible Assets other than Cash and Cash Equivalents. The specific rules with
regard to permanent establishments are as follows:
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o Stated Capital: The stated capital of the permanent establishment
should be reported by the legal entity of which it is a permanent
establishment unless there is a defined capital requirement in the
permanent establishment tax jurisdiction for regulatory purposes.
o Accumulated Earnings: Accumulated earnings of the permanent
establishment should be reported by the legal entity of which it is a
permanent establishment.
o Tangible Assets other than Cash and Cash Equivalents: Assets of the
permanent establishment should be reported by reference to the tax
jurisdiction in which the permanent establishment is situated.
F. What information should be included in the Income Tax Accrued column on
Table 1 of the CbC Report/Equivalent CbC Report?
In accordance with the BEPS Action 13 Final Report this column should contain
the sum of the accrued current tax expense or credit recorded on taxable profits
or losses. The current tax expense or credit should reflect only operations in the
current year and should not include deferred taxes or provisions for uncertain tax
liabilities.
G. What factors should be used to classify the main business activity of group
entities?
The reporting entity / domestic constituent entity should determine the nature
of the main business activity / activities carried on by each of the constituent
entities in the MNE Group and should tick one or more of the appropriate boxes
on Table 2 of the CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report. Where the “Other”
business activity is selected for one or more constituent entities, the reporting
entity/domestic constituent entity should specify the nature of the activity of
such constituent entity / entities in Table 3 of the CbC Report / Equivalent CbC
Report.
Revenue is of the view that the reporting entity / domestic constituent entity is
best placed to determine which combination of factors should be taken into
account when determining the nature of the main business activity / activities
carried on by each constituent entity, taking into account the guidance provided
in the BEPS Action 13 Final Report, having regard to the specific facts and
circumstances of the MNE Group and the industry in which it operates. Revenue
expects the reporting entity / domestic constituent entity to take a reasonable,
practical and consistent approach. The onus is on the reporting entity / domestic
constituent entity to ensure that the information provided in the CbC Report /
Equivalent CbC Report is complete and accurate.

19

What sources of data should be used to complete the CbC
Report / Equivalent CbC Report?
The reporting entity / domestic constituent entity may choose to use data from
its consolidation reporting packages, from separate entity statutory financial
statements, regulatory financial statements, or internal management accounts.
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Revenue is of the view that the reporting entity / domestic constituent entity is
best placed to decide which approach works best for that particular MNE Group,
taking into account the guidance provided in the BEPS Action 13 Final Report,
having regard to the specific facts and circumstances of the MNE Group and the
industry in which it operates. Revenue expects the reporting entity / domestic
constituent entity to take a reasonable, practical and consistent approach. In
particular, the reporting entity / domestic constituent entity should consistently
use the same sources of data from year to year in completing the CbC Report /
Equivalent CbC Report. The onus is on the reporting entity / domestic
constituent entity to ensure that the information provided in the CbC Report /
Equivalent CbC Report is complete and accurate.

20

Will Revenue seek to reconcile the CbC Report /
Equivalent CbC Report to the consolidated accounts of an
MNE Group?
In accordance with the BEPS Action 13 Final Report, it is not necessary to
reconcile the revenue, profit and tax reported in the CbC Report / Equivalent CbC
Report to the consolidated financial statements.
The requirement to disclose aggregated figures, as opposed to consolidated
numbers, means that, even where consolidated financial statements are the
source of information used in the CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report, the CbC
Report / Equivalent CbC Report may not reconcile to the consolidated accounts.

21

How should the CbC Reporting rules be applied to
investment funds?
Guidance published by the OECD in August 2016 confirms that the application of
CbC Reporting to investment funds will depend on the relevant accounting
treatment. The governing principle is to follow the accounting consolidation
rules.
If, applying accounting rules, an investment entity does not consolidate investee
companies, then those investee companies should not form part of an MNE
Group and should not be considered constituent entities. However, if the
accounting rules require that the investment entity consolidates with an investee
company, the investee company should be part of an MNE Group (where one
exists) and should therefore be considered a constituent entity.

22

How should the CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report be
filed?
CbC Reports / Equivalent CbC Reports in Ireland must be filed electronically via
ROS. Refer to Appendix V for a Step-by-Step Guide to filing CbC Reports /
Equivalent CbC Reports.
CbC Reports / Equivalent CbC Reports should be completed in XML format in
accordance with the OECD CbC Reporting XML Schema (“the XML Schema”). The
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XML Schema is the OECD’s standardised electronic format for the exchange of
CbC Reports between jurisdictions and is available for download here.
The OECD have also published a “CbC Reporting XML Schema: User Guide for Tax
Administrations and Taxpayers” (the “XML User Guide”). This XML User Guide
explains, in detail, the information required to be included in each CbC data
element to be reported in the XML Schema and should be consulted when
preparing CbC Reports / Equivalent CbC Reports.
See paragraph 26 for details on when CbC Reports / Equivalent CbC Reports
should be filed with Revenue and further details on the CbC Reporting filing
system.

23

The XML Schema User Guide states that a tax
administration may issue guidance for the domestic
reporting of CbC Reports. Is there any Irish Revenue
guidance that should be followed for any elements within
the CbC XML Schema?
To ensure a CbC XML file passes validation and to provide for the possible
amendment of the file, there are a number of elements within a CbC XML file for
which unique values should be used. To ensure that unique values are used,
Revenue has produced naming conventions for the relevant elements, and these
can be found in Appendix IV. When preparing the naming conventions, filers
should note the character and character combination restrictions set out in
paragraph 23.

24

Are there any character restrictions or combination of
characters which should not be included in a CbC Report /
Equivalent CbC Report?
If a CbC XML file contains one or more of the following characters, their presence
will cause the file to be rejected. These characters should be replaced by the
following predefined entity references to conform to XML schema best practices.
Character

Description

Entity Reference

&

Ampersand

&amp;

<

Less Than

&lt;

If a CbC XML file contains one or more of the following characters, their presence
will not cause a file error. However, we recommend that the characters are
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replaced by the following predefined entity references to conform to XML
schema best practices.
Character

Description

Entity Reference

>

Greater Than

&gt;

'

Apostrophe

&apos;

"

Quotation Mark

&quot;

If a CbC XML file contains one of the following combinations of characters, the
file will be rejected. These combinations of characters are not allowed. To
prevent file errors, please do not include any of these combinations of
characters.

25

Character

Description

Entity Reference

--

Double Dash

N/A

/*

Slash Asterisk

N/A

&#

Ampersand Hash

N/A

Is it possible to amend or delete a CbC Report / Equivalent
CbC Report after it has been submitted?
Corrections and deletions to CbC Reports / Equivalent CbC Reports that are to be
submitted domestically to Revenue should be prepared in accordance with
Section VI of the XML User Guide.

26

What character encoding should I use when compiling my
CbC XML file?
Character encoding should be UTF-8 without a Byte Order Mark for all CbC XML
files.

27

When must a CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report be filed
with Revenue?
In accordance with Regulation 8 of the Regulations, CbC Reports / Equivalent CbC
Reports must be filed with Revenue no later than 12 months after the last day of
the fiscal year to which the CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report relates. For
example, a CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report for the fiscal year ended 31
December 2016 must be filed with Revenue no later than 31 December 2017.
Refer to Appendix II for a more detailed example.
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The first CbC Reports / Equivalent CbC Reports were due to be filed by relevant
taxpayers in Ireland by 31 December 2017. An electronic CbC Reporting filing
system was developed by Revenue and the system includes a standard validation
module that was provided by the EU Commission. Taxpayers were made aware
by virtue of e-Brief 107/17 that, due to late changes to the CbC Reporting
schema, the final version of the validation module was delayed and as a result of
this delay the filing facility for CbC Reports was not opened until December 2017.
Due to the late availability of the CbC Reporting filing facility, taxpayers were
alerted by e-Brief 107/17, that the system would accept CbC Reports / Equivalent
CbC Reports for fiscal years ending in 2016 filed up to 28 February 2018 as being
on time.
It should be noted that the CbC Reports / Equivalent CbC Reports can be
prepared in advance of the filing date using the XML Schema.

28

Short/long accounting periods
Where the accounting period of an MNE Group is less than 12 months the
threshold of €750 million (see paragraph 2) should be prorated.
The filing deadline for the CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report remains the same
i.e. 12 months after the last day of the accounting period.
In line with OECD guidance, published in September 2017, transitional relief is
available for MNE Groups with a short accounting period that starts on or after 1
January 2016 and ends before 31 December 2016. In these circumstances, the
reporting entity may file the CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report in accordance
with the same timelines as for MNE Groups with a fiscal year ending on 31
December 2016.
Where an MNE group has a financial accounting period greater than 12 months,
as a result of transitioning to a new financial year end date, the CbC Report /
Equivalent CbC Report should be prepared and filed for that long period.
Please see paragraph 17 (D)(ii) for how a short or long accounting period should
be reflected on CbC Reports / Equivalent CbC Reports

29

What happens if the ultimate parent entity of an MNE
Group changes during a fiscal year?
The ultimate parent entity is always identified by reference to the last day of the
fiscal year to which the CbC Report relates. Therefore, for an MNE Group with a
fiscal year end of 31 December 2016, the ultimate parent entity is identified by
reference to the date of 31 December 2016.
It should be noted that the ultimate parent entity of an MNE Group may change
from one fiscal year to the next or part way through a fiscal year, e.g. as a result
of a takeover. An MNE Group should be cognisant of the impact changing
ultimate parent entities may have on CbC Reporting obligations, in particular,
where the jurisdiction of tax residence of the ultimate parent entity changes.
Where a change in the ultimate parent entity of an MNE Group occurs, the MNE
20
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Group should carefully review its obligations with regard to making notifications
and filing CbC Reports / Equivalent CbC Reports.
In particular, where an ultimate parent entity of an MNE Group changes part way
through a fiscal year Revenue expects the following to apply:

30

-

The ultimate parent entity of the acquired MNE Group should file a CbC
Report including data for that MNE Group up to the date of takeover.

-

The ultimate parent entity of the acquirer MNE Group should file a CbC
Report as normal for its fiscal year. That CbC Report will include data for the
constituent entities of the acquired MNE Group from the date of acquisition
until the end of the fiscal year.

What penalties apply for the non-filing of a CbC Report /
Equivalent CbC Report or when the CbC Report /
Equivalent CbC Report is incorrect or incomplete?
Section 891H (7) TCA 1997 of the Legislation deals with penalties.
The penalty for failure to file a CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report is €19,045
plus €2,535 for each day the failure continues. The penalty for filing an
incomplete or incorrect CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report is €19,045.

31

What notifications are required for CbC Reporting
purposes in Ireland?
Regulation 6 of the Regulations deals with notification obligations.
In summary, the CbC Reporting notification obligations in Ireland are as follows:
A. Where the ultimate parent entity of the MNE Group is tax resident in
Ireland, then the ultimate parent entity must notify Revenue that it is the
reporting entity.
B. Where a surrogate parent entity has been appointed and that surrogate
parent entity is tax resident in Ireland, then that surrogate parent entity
must notify Revenue that it is the reporting entity.
C. Where an EU designated entity has been appointed and that EU
designated entity is tax resident in Ireland, then that EU designated entity
must notify Revenue that it is the reporting entity.
D. All domestic constituent entities must notify Revenue of the name and
jurisdiction of tax residence of the reporting entity as well as whether it is
an ultimate parent entity, surrogate parent entity, EU designated entity
or a domestic constituent entity.
Regulation 6 provides that where there is more than one domestic constituent
entity, and provided the secondary reporting mechanism does not apply, the
MNE Group may nominate one such entity to make the notification required
under D above on behalf of all other domestic constituent entities. Regulation 6
also allows an ultimate parent entity, surrogate parent entity, EU designated
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entity, which is making a notification required under A, B or C above, to make
the notification required under D on behalf of all domestic constituent entities.

32

What is the deadline for making CbC Reporting
notifications to Revenue?
All notifications must be made no later than the last day of the fiscal year to
which the CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report relates. For example, for CbC
Reports / Equivalent CbC Reports relating to the fiscal year ended 31 December
2016, notifications must be made to Revenue no later than 31 December 2016.
Refer to Appendix II for a more detailed example.
Any notifications required under the Irish CbC Reporting Legislation must be
made for each fiscal year. For example if an Irish tax resident UPE of an the MNE
Group, has notified Revenue that it is the reporting entity for the fiscal year
ended 31 December 2016 it must again, before 31 December 2017, notify
Revenue that it is the reporting entity for the fiscal year ending 31 December
2017.
In recognition that there may be problems identifying the reporting entity for
some MNE Groups as many other jurisdictions do not have their legislation in
place yet, and Qualifying Competent Authority Agreements may also not be in
place, Revenue can confirm that, as a transitional arrangement, domestic
constituent entities should provide a notification based on a preliminary
assessment of the identity and tax residence of the reporting entity. If this proves
not to be correct, that entity should submit a replacement notification (refer to
paragraph 33) to Revenue based on new information as soon as possible.

33

How should CbC Reporting notifications be made to
Revenue?
Notifications required in accordance with Irish CbC Reporting Legislation must be
by submitted electronically via ROS. Refer to Appendix III for a Step-by-Step
Guide to making CbC Reporting notifications. It should be noted that, in line with
the XML schema, both the Step-by-Step Guide and ROS refer to reporting period
rather than fiscal year.

34

Is it possible to amend, replace or delete a CbC Reporting
notification after it has been submitted?
With effect from 25 November 2017, it is possible to replace a CbC Reporting
notification after it has been submitted to Revenue via ROS. Therefore, where an
ultimate parent entity/surrogate parent entity/EU designated entity/domestic
constituent entity detects an error in a notification submitted to Revenue, that
entity should submit a replacement notification.
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Refer to Section III of the Step-by-Step Guide to making CbC Reporting
Notifications in Appendix III for detail on how to replace a CbC Reporting
notification.
Users should be aware that it is only possible to submit a replacement
notification where a CbC Report has not been filed in connection with the CbC
Reporting notification or, in cases where a CbC Report has been filed, where that
CbC Report has subsequently been deleted.
If a CbC Reporting notification has been submitted to Revenue but the entity is
not required to file a CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report for the reporting
period, please contact technical support using MyEnquires through the Revenue
Online Service (ROS), applying the references highlighted below:

Figure 1: MyEnquiries screen for technical support - 1

35

How will Revenue obtain CbC Reports for Irish subsidiaries
/ permanent establishments of an MNE Group where the
reporting entity is not tax resident in Ireland?
Assuming the secondary reporting mechanism does not apply (refer to paragraph
12), where the reporting entity is not tax resident in Ireland, Revenue will receive
the CbC Report from the competent authority in the jurisdiction in which the
reporting entity is tax resident under automatic exchange of information
provisions.
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Will Revenue exchange CbC Reports, filed in Ireland, with
other tax authorities?
Section 891H (10) TCA1997 allows Revenue to exchange CbC Reports with the
Competent Authorities of other jurisdictions under automatic exchange of
information provisions provided, on the basis of the information in the CbC
Report, one or more constituent entities of the MNE Group are either resident
for tax purposes, or are subject to tax with respect to the business carried out
through a permanent establishment. Refer to paragraph 37 for information
regarding exchange of Equivalent CbC Reports.

37

What conditions must be satisfied before Revenue
automatically exchanges CbC Reports with other tax
jurisdictions?
There must be a qualifying competent authority agreement in effect by the due
date for filing CbC Reports.
A qualifying competent authority agreement is defined in the BEPS Action 13
Final Report as an agreement that is between authorised representatives of
those jurisdictions that are party to an International Agreement (i.e. a Double Tax
Agreement, Tax Information Exchange Agreement or the Multilateral Convention
for Mutual Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters) and (ii) that requires the
automatic exchange of CbC Reports between the party jurisdictions.
In most cases, jurisdictions have signed the Multilateral Competent Authority
Agreement (“MCAA”) for the exchange of CbC Reports. As at December 2017, 68
jurisdictions (including Ireland) already signed the MCAA and more may sign up
at a later date. A list of the jurisdictions that have signed up to the MCAA can be
found on the OECD website here.
Jurisdictions may also enter into bilateral arrangements for the exchange of CbC
Reports. As of 14 December 2017, Ireland signed 1 bilateral Competent
Authority Arrangement to exchange CbC Reports and this is with the United
States and a Memorandum of Understanding to receive Country-by-Country
Reports from Hong Kong. A copy of the CAA with the United States can be found
on the Revenue website here.
As of April 2018, over 1,500 bilateral exchange relationships have been activated
with respect of jurisdictions committed to exchanging CbC Reports, with first
exchanges scheduled to take place in 2018. The OECD has produced a list of
activated exchange relationships which can be sorted and displayed from both
the perspective of a particular sending jurisdiction or a particular receiving
jurisdiction. The list will be updated regularly by the OECD and can be found
here.
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Will Equivalent CbC Reports be exchanged with other tax
authorities?
In accordance with DAC 4, Revenue is required to exchange Equivalent CbC
Reports with any EU Member State in which, on the basis of the information
contained in the Equivalent CbC Report, one or more of the constituent entities
of the MNE Group are either: resident for the purposes of tax; or subject to tax
with respect to business carried on through a Permanent Establishment.
Where an Equivalent CbC Report contains only information on Irish subsidiaries
and/or non-EU entities it will not be subject to exchange.

39

How will Revenue safeguard the confidentiality of
information provided on CbC Reports / Equivalent CbC
Reports?
Section 851A TCA 1997 provides that all taxpayer information is confidential and
may only be disclosed in accordance with the law. The information contained on
CbC Reports / Equivalent CbC Reports will be treated in the same manner as all
other taxpayer information provided to / received by Revenue.
With regard to information provided to other tax authorities under automatic
exchange of information provisions, although the MCAA is multilateral, the
exchanges of actual CbC Reports will be bilateral and the MCAA includes a
mechanism that allows each jurisdiction to retain control over which jurisdictions
they undertake exchanges with.
In addition, the MCAA provides that all information exchanged is subject to the
confidentiality rules and other safeguards provided for in the Convention on
Mutual Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters.

40

What will the information provided on a CbC Report /
Equivalent CbC Report be used for?
The BEPS Action 13 Final Report sets out three permitted uses for information
contained in CbC Reports, namely:


to assess high level transfer pricing risk;



to assess other BEPS-related risks; and



for economics and statistical analysis.

Ireland is committed to using information provided on CbC Reports / Equivalent
CbC Reports in accordance with the permitted uses. Revenue will not use CbC
Reporting data, by itself, to make adjustments to the income of a taxpayer.
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41 Who can I contact if I have a query relating to CbC
Reporting?
For queries relating to CbC Reporting, please contact technical support using
MyEnquiries through the Revenue Online Service (ROS), applying the references
highlighted below:

Figure 2: ROS MyEnquiries Screen for technical support - 2

Phone:

00353 42 935 3337
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APPENDIX I - OECD Model Legislation / Irish CbC Reporting
Legislation - Key Terms
“Constituent entity” means (i) any separate business unit of an MNE Group that
is included in the Consolidated Financial Statements of the MNE Group for
financial reporting purposes or would be so included if equity interests in such
business unit were traded on a public securities exchange; (ii) any such business
unit that is excluded from the MNE Group's Consolidated Financial Statements
solely on size or materiality grounds; and (iii) any permanent establishment of
any separate business unit of the MNE Group that is included in (i) or (ii) above
provided the business unit prepares a separate financial statement for such
permanent establishment for financial reporting, regulatory, tax reporting, or
internal management control purposes.
“Domestic constituent entity” means a constituent entity, which is resident for
tax purposes in the State, but does not include an ultimate parent entity or a
surrogate parent entity.
“EU designated entity’” means a constituent entity of an MNE group, not being
an ultimate parent entity or surrogate parent entity, that –
(a) is resident in a Member State for tax purposes, and
(b) has been designated as an entity by that MNE group to provide a country-bycountry report on behalf of all constituent entities of the MNE group resident for
tax purposes in a Member State.
“Surrogate parent entity” means one constituent entity of the MNE Group that
is appointed by such group, as a sole substitute for the ultimate parent entity, to
file the CbC report in its jurisdiction of tax residence on behalf of such MNE
Group.
“Ultimate parent entity” means a constituent entity of an MNE Group that owns
directly or indirectly a sufficient interest in one or more other constituent entities
of such MNE Group such that it is required to prepare consolidated financial
statements under accounting principles generally applied in its tax residence
jurisdiction, or would be so required if its equity interests were traded on a
public securities exchange in its tax residence jurisdiction, where there is no
other constituent entity of such MNE Group that owns directly or indirectly such
an interest in the first constituent entity.
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APPENDIX II - Notification / Filing Deadlines - Example
What are the CbC Reporting notification and filing obligations of an Irish tax
resident constituent entity which forms part of an MNE Group with a 12-month
fiscal year/reporting period ended 31 December 2016?
The notification and filing obligations the Irish tax resident constituent entity will
depend on the status of the entity, as follows:
1. Irish tax resident constituent entity is the ultimate parent entity or the
surrogate parent entity of an MNE Group
Notification deadline

31 December 2016

Filing Deadline – CbC Report

31 December 2017

2. The Irish tax resident constituent entity is neither the ultimate parent entity
nor the surrogate parent entity.
Notification deadline – details of
reporting entity

31 December 2016

Filing Deadline – CbC Report

N/a – Revenue will receive CbC
Report via automatic exchange of
information channels

3. The Irish tax resident constituent entity is neither the ultimate parent entity
nor the surrogate parent entity and the secondary reporting mechanism
applies.
Notification deadline –
details of reporting entity4

31 December 2016

Filing Deadline –
Equivalent CbC Report

31 December 2017

4If

it is known by the notification date that the secondary reporting mechanism will apply because any
of the circumstances outlined in paragraph 12 are present, Revenue expects to be notified that the
domestic constituent entity is the reporting entity.
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APPENDIX III -Step-by-Step Guide to making Notifications in
accordance with Regulation 6 of the Country-by-Country
(“CbC”) Reporting Regulations
The annual notification obligations of all Irish tax resident entities that are part of
an MNE group, to which CbC Reporting applies, are set out in paragraph 30
above. (For the purposes of this Step-by-Step Guide “entity” refers to an Irish
ultimate parent entity, surrogate parent entity, EU designated entity or domestic
constituent entity, unless otherwise specified.)
As noted in paragraph 30, all CbC Reporting notifications must be made online
via ROS. Where an entity does not have an Irish tax reference number (e.g. a
dormant entity), but is obliged to make a CbC Reporting notification, it can
register with Revenue as a “reporting entity” solely for the purposes of making a
CbC Reporting notification and filing a CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report in due
course (where applicable).
As noted in paragraph 30 above, it is possible for one entity (ultimate parent
entity, surrogate parent entity, EU designated entity or domestic constituent
entity) to make the CbC Reporting notification on behalf of all Irish entities in an
MNE Group. Therefore, it is possible for an entity which already has a tax
reference number and is registered for ROS to make the CbC Reporting
notification(s) on behalf of all Irish entities in that MNE Group including any
unregistered/dormant entities.
CbC Reporting Notifications Process – Summary
All CbC Reporting notifications must be submitted online via ROS.
The following steps are involved:


Step 1: Register as a reporting entity and register for ROS (this step only
applies where an entity is not already registered for tax and does not have a
tax reference number/cannot access ROS but is obliged to submit a CbC
Reporting notification).



Step 2: Register a CbC Reporting Obligation.



Step 3: Complete and submit the CbC Reporting Notification Form.

Steps 1 and 2 vary slightly depending on whether the user of the system is an
entity or an agent. Step 3 is the same for all users of the system regardless of
whether the user is an entity or an agent.


Refer to Section 1 where the user of the system is an entity.



Refer to Section 2 where the user of the system is an agent.



Section 3 applies to both entities and agents.
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SECTION 1: ENTITIES SUBMITTING CBC REPORTING NOTIFICATIONS
This section is only relevant where the user of the system is an entity, that is,
the ultimate parent entity, surrogate parent entity, EU designated entity or
domestic constituent entity. If the user of the system is an agent, please refer
to Section 2 below.
1.1

Register as a reporting entity and register for ROS

As noted in paragraph 30 above, it is possible for one entity (ultimate parent
entity, surrogate parent entity, EU designated entity or domestic constituent
entity) to make the CbC Reporting notification on behalf of all Irish entities in an
MNE Group. Therefore, it is possible for an entity which already has a tax
reference number and is registered for ROS to make the CbC Reporting
notification(s) on behalf of all Irish entities in that MNE Group including any
unregistered/dormant entities.
If the Irish entities in an MNE Group wish to avail of this option, go to step 1.2
below.
1.1.1

Register as a reporting entity5

This step is only relevant if the entity does not have a tax reference number, that
is, it is not registered for tax. If the entity has a tax reference number go to step
1.1.2 below.
If the entity does not have a tax reference number and is not registered for ROS,
but is obliged to make a CbC Reporting notification, the entity must register with
Revenue as a ‘reporting entity’. This process should not be confused with a tax
registration. Where an entity registers as a reporting entity, it will only be able to
fulfil its CbC Reporting obligations, that is, it will not be possible to use this
number to register for any taxes (e.g. corporation tax / VAT).6
In order to register as a reporting entity, the entity must contact Revenue’s VIMA
(VIES, Intrastat and Mutual Assistance) office – see contact details in paragraph
40 above. The entity will be issued with a reporting entity registration number,
which will be in the format of 7 digits followed by 2 letters (e.g. 1234567AA).
1.1.2

Register for ROS

This step is only relevant if the entity is not already registered for ROS. If the
entity is registered for ROS go to step 1.2 below.
The entity must register for ROS using the reporting entity registration number
provided by Revenue. If the entity already has a tax reference number, but is not
registered for ROS, the entity must register for ROS using its tax reference
5

The term “reporting entity” in this context should not be confused with the same term as defined in the Irish
CbC Reporting Legislation. For the purposes of ROS, a reporting entity (in the context of CbC Reporting) is an
entity which receives a reporting entity registration number from Revenue for the purposes of making a CbC
Reporting notification and/or filing a CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report on ROS.
6 If an entity (e.g. a dormant entity) registers as a reporting entity for the purposes of fulfilling its CbC Reporting
obligations and subsequently requires to register for tax (e.g. if the entity commences to trade), the entity should
de-register as a reporting entity on ROS and re-register on ROS for the appropriate tax.
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number; the entity should NOT request a separate reporting entity registration
number.
Details on how to register for ROS are available on the Revenue website. In Step
1 of the ROS registration process (Apply for your ROS Access Number (RAN)), the
entity should select “DAC4-CbC” in the drop-down box entitled “Tax
Type/Approval No.” in Section A.
1.2

Register a CbC Reporting Obligation

This step can only be completed once the entity is registered for ROS. If the
entity is not registered for ROS, refer to step 1.1 above.
Follow steps 1.2.1 to 1.2.10 to register a CbC Reporting Obligation.
1.2.1

Log into ROS.

1.2.2

Under the “My Services” tab, select “Manage Reporting Obligations” from
the list of services on the left-hand side of the screen.

Figure 3: Register a CbC reporting obligation via ROS - Step 1

1.2.3

Select “Register” opposite “DAC4-CbC”.
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Figure 4: Register a CbC reporting obligation via ROS - Step 2

1.2.4

Enter the registration date7 in the format DD/MM/YYYY and click “Add To
Your Requests”.

Figure 5: Register a CbC reporting obligation via ROS - Step 3

7

The registration date is the date on which the eRegistration is completed (i.e. today’s date).
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The registration request will be added to “Your Requests” on the right-hand
side of the screen. Click “Submit”.

Figure 6: Register a CbC reporting obligation via ROS - Step 4

1.2.6

Click “Sign and Submit”.

Figure 7: Register a CbC reporting obligation via ROS - Step 5
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The entity will be redirected to the Sign & Submit screen. Enter the ROS
password and click “Sign and Submit”.

Figure 8: Register a CbC reporting obligation via ROS - Step 6

1.2.8

The entity will receive a ROS Acknowledgement and a Notice Number, which
the entity may wish to print for its records. Click “OK”.

Figure 9: Register a CbC reporting obligation via ROS - Step 7
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The entity will receive a new notification in the Revenue Record to confirm
the entity has been registered for a CbC Reporting Obligation. Click on the
notice number for confirmation of the registration.

Figure 10: Register a CbC reporting obligation via ROS - Step 8

1.2.10 The following notice will appear which the entity may wish to print for its

records.

Figure 11: Register a CbC reporting obligation via ROS - Step 9

 AFTER COMPLETION OF STEP 1, THE ENTITY SHOULD ALLOW 24-48 HOURS FOR
THE CBC REPORTING OBLIGATION TO BE REGISTERED BEFORE PROCEEDING TO
SECTION 3.
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SECTION 2: AGENTS SUBMITTING CBC REPORTING NOTIFICATIONS
This section is only relevant where the user of the system is an agent8. If the user
of the system is an entity, that is, the ultimate parent entity, surrogate parent
entity, EU designated entity or domestic constituent entity, please refer to
Section 1 above.
2.1

Register the entity as a reporting entity9 on ROS

This step is only relevant if the entity does not have a tax reference number, that
is, the entity is not registered for tax. If the entity has a tax reference number
and is linked to the agent on ROS, go to step 2.2 below.
As noted in paragraph 30 above, it is possible for one entity (ultimate parent
entity, surrogate parent entity, EU designated entity or domestic constituent
entity) to make the CbC Reporting notification on behalf of all Irish entities in an
MNE Group. Therefore, it is possible for an entity which already has a tax
reference number and is registered for ROS to make the CbC Reporting
notification(s) on behalf of all Irish entities in that MNE Group including any
unregistered/dormant entities. If the agent wishes to avail of this option, go to
step 2.2 below.
If the entity does not have a tax reference number and is not registered on ROS,
but is obliged to make a CbC Reporting notification, the agent must register the
entity with Revenue as a ‘reporting entity’. This process should not be confused
with a tax registration. Where the agent registers an entity as a reporting entity,
the agent will only be able to fulfil the CbC Reporting obligations on behalf of the
entity, that is, it will not be possible to use this number to register for any taxes
(e.g. corporation tax / VAT).10
When an agent is registering an entity as a reporting entity for CbC Reporting
purposes it is possible to register the entity for a CbC Reporting Obligation at the
same time. The process is set out in steps 2.1.1 to 2.1.14 below.

2.1.1

Log into ROS

8 Agents linking to new customers/clients for reporting obligations should note that this process can take up to 3
working days to complete.
9 The term “reporting entity” in this context should not be confused with the same term as defined in the Irish
CbC Reporting Legislation. For the purposes of ROS, a reporting entity (in the context of CbC Reporting) is an
entity which receives a reporting entity registration number from Revenue for the purposes of making a CbC
Reporting notification and/or filing a CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report on ROS.
10 If an agent registers an entity (e.g. a dormant entity) as a reporting entity for the purposes of fulfilling its CbC
Reporting obligations and subsequently requires to register that entity for tax (e.g. if the entity commences to
trade), the agent should de-register the entity as a reporting entity on ROS and re-register the entity on ROS for
the appropriate tax.
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On the “Agent Services” tab, select “Register New Reporting Entity” in the
‘Manage Tax Registrations’ area of the screen.

Figure 12: Agent registering a reporting entity via ROS - Step 1

2.1.3

Select “DAC4-CbC Reporting Obligation” and click “Next”.
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Figure 13: Agent registering a reporting entity via ROS - Step 2

2.1.4

Enter the required details for the entity. Click “Next”.

Figure 14: Agent registering a reporting entity via ROS - Step 3
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Enter the registration date11 in the format DD/MM/YYYY and click “Next”.

Figure 15: Agent registering a reporting entity via ROS - Step 4

2.1.6

Select “Generate Client Consent Letter”.

Figure 16: Agent registering a reporting entity via ROS - Step 5

11

The registration date is the date on which the eRegistration is completed (i.e. today’s date).
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A template Consent Letter (in PDF format) in respect of the registration input
by the agent will be generated. The agent should download this template,
and have it signed as required, then save it to the agent’s network/drive.

Figure 17: Agent registering a reporting entity via ROS - Step 6
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Once completed, click “Next” on the ROS screen.

Figure 18: Agent registering a reporting entity via ROS - Step 7

2.1.8

To upload the completed Consent Letter, click “Browse” and locate the
completed Consent Letter in the agent network/drive. Select the box “DAC4CbC” and click “Add Attachment”.

Figure 19: Agent registering a reporting entity via ROS - Step 8
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Click “Sign and Submit”.

Figure 20: Agent registering a reporting entity via ROS - Step 9

2.1.10 The agent will be redirected to the Sign and Submit screen. Enter the ROS

password and click “Sign and Submit”.

Figure 21 Agent registering a reporting entity via ROS - Step 10
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2.1.11 The agent will receive a ROS Acknowledgement and a Notice Number, which

the agent may wish to print for the agent’s records. Click “OK”.

Figure 22: Agent registering a reporting entity via ROS - Step 11

2.1.12 The agent will receive a new notification in the Revenue Record to confirm

the entity has been registered for a CbC Reporting Obligation. Click on the
notice number for confirmation of the registration.

Figure 23: Agent registering a reporting entity via ROS - Step 12
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2.1.13 The following notice will appear which the agent may wish to print for the

agent’s records.

Figure 24 Agent registering a reporting entity via ROS - Step 13

 AFTER COMPLETION OF STEP 2.1, THE AGENT SHOULD ALLOW 24-48 HOURS
FOR THE CBC REPORTING OBLIGATION TO BE REGISTERED BEFORE
PROCEEDING TO SECTION 3.
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Register a CbC Reporting Obligation

This step can only be completed once the entity is registered for ROS and linked to
the agent on ROS. If the entity is not registered for ROS, refer to step 2.1 above.
If step 2.1 has been completed by the agent, this step is not necessary. Refer to
Section 3 to proceed.
Follow steps 2.2.1 to 2.2.17 to register a CbC Reporting Obligation.
2.2.1

Log into ROS.

2.2.2

Under the “Agent Services” tab, locate the entity using one of the available
options. You will be redirected to the “Client Services” tab for the relevant
entity.

Figure 25: Agent registering a CbC reporting obligation via ROS - Step 1

2.2.3

Select “Manage Reporting Obligations” from the list of services on the lefthand side of the screen.

Figure 26: Agent registering a CbC reporting obligation via ROS - Step 2
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Click “Select Action” opposite “DAC4-CbC”.

Figure 27: Agent registering a CbC reporting obligation via ROS - Step 3

2.2.5

Select “Add and link to a new registration”.

Figure 28: Agent registering a CbC reporting obligation via ROS - Step 4
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The following screen will appear. Select “Confirm”.

Figure 29 Agent requesting confirmation - Step 5

2.2.7

Enter the registration date12 in the format DD/MM/YYYY and click “Add To
Your Requests”.

Figure 30: Agent registering a CbC reporting obligation via ROS - Step 6

2.2.8

12

The registration request will be added to “Your Requests” on the right-hand
side of the screen. Click “Submit”.

The registration date is the date on which the eRegistration is completed (i.e. today’s date).
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Figure 31: Agent registering a CbC reporting obligation via ROS - Step 7

2.2.9

Select “Generate Client Consent Letter”.

Figure 32: Agent registering a CbC reporting obligation via ROS - Step 8

2.2.10 A template Consent Letter (in PDF format) in respect of the registration input

by the agent will be generated. The agent should download this template,
and have it signed as required, then save it to the agent’s network/drive.
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Figure 33: Agent registering a CbC reporting obligation via ROS Step -9

2.2.11 Once completed, click “Next” on the ROS screen.

Figure 34: Agent registering a CbC reporting obligation via ROS - Step 10
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2.2.12 To upload the completed Consent Letter, click “Browse” and locate the

completed Consent Letter in the agent network/drive. Select the box “DAC4CbC” and click “Add Attachment”.

Figure 35 Agent registering a CbC reporting obligation via ROS - Step 11

2.2.13 Click “Sign and Submit”.

Figure 36: Agent registering a CbC reporting obligation via ROS - Step 12
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2.2.14 The agent will be redirected to the Sign & Submit screen. Enter the ROS

password and click “Sign and Submit”.

Figure 37: Agent registering a CbC reporting obligation via ROS - Step 13

2.2.15 The agent will receive a ROS Acknowledgement and a Notice Number which

the agent may wish to print for the agent’s records. Click “OK”.
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Figure 38 Agent registering a CbC reporting obligation via ROS - Step 14

2.2.16 The agent will receive a new notification in the Revenue Record to confirm

the entity has been registered for a CbC Reporting Obligation. Click on the
notice number for confirmation of the registration.
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Figure 39 Agent registering a CbC reporting obligation via ROS - Step 15

The following notice will appear which the agent may wish to print for the agent’s
records.
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Figure 40: Agent registering a CbC reporting obligation via ROS - Step 15

 AFTER COMPLETION OF STEP 2.2, THE AGENT SHOULD ALLOW 24-48 HOURS
FOR THE CBC REPORTING OBLIGATION TO BE REGISTERED BEFORE
PROCEEDING TO SECTION 3.
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SECTION 3: COMPLETION AND SUBMISSION OF THE CBC
REPORTING NOTIFICATION FORM
This section is relevant where the user of the system is an entity, that is, the
ultimate parent entity, surrogate parent entity, EU designated entity or domestic
constituent entity and where the user is an agent.
3.

Complete and submit CbC Reporting Notification Form
This step can only be completed where the entity is registered for ROS and has
registered a CbC Reporting Obligation. Refer to Section 1 (where the user is an
entity) and Section 2 (where the user is an agent) above.
Follow steps 3.1.1 to 3.1.18 below.

3.1.1

Log into ROS.

3.1.2

In the “My Services” tab (for entities) or “Client Services” tab (for agents), go
to the “Returns and Payments” section in the centre of the screen.

3.1.3

If the entity is registered for tax, the user will see the following screen.
Under “Complete a Form On-line”, select the “Reporting Obligations” radio
button.

Figure 41: ROS CbC reporting notification form - Step 1
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If the entity is not registered for tax but has been registered as a reporting entity, the
user will see the following screen - i.e. there will be no radio button and the only
option in “Complete a Form On-line” will be to “Select a Reporting Obligation”.

Figure 42 ROS CbC reporting notification form - Step 2
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Select “DAC4-CbC” in the drop-down box. A second drop-down box will
appear. Select “CbCR Notification” in the second drop-down box. Click
“Submit”.

Figure 43 ROS CbC reporting notification form - Step 3
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The user will be redirected to the “Country-by-Country Reporting
Notification” Form.
The user is required to specify whether the CbC Reporting notification is
intended to replace an existing CbC Reporting notification by selecting “Yes”
or “No”.

Figure 44: ROS CbC reporting notification form - Step 4

3.1.6

If “No” is selected, go to Step 3.1.8.
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If “Yes” is selected, the user must enter the reference number for the existing
CbC Reporting notification to be replaced. (This reference number is found on
the Notification Confirmation Screen in the ROS Revenue Record.)

Note: Refer to paragraph 33 for details as to when a replacement CbC Reporting
notification can be made.

Figure 45: ROS CbC reporting notification form - Step 5
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Enter the reporting period start date and reporting period end date in the
format DD/MM/YYYY.13

Figure 46: ROS CbC reporting notification form - Step 6

The “reporting period start date” and “reporting period end date” should be the start and end
dates of the fiscal year of the ultimate parent entity of the MNE Group.

13
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Select the entity type from the drop-down list. The options are “Ultimate
Parent Entity”, “Surrogate Parent Entity”, “EU Designated Entity” and
“Domestic Constituent Entity”.

Figure 47: ROS CbC reporting notification form - Step 7

3.1.10 If “Ultimate Parent Entity”, EU Designated Entity or “Surrogate Parent

Entity” is selected, go to step 3.1.12.
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3.1.11 If “Domestic Constituent Entity” is selected, additional detail must be

provided14, as follows:
(i) name of Reporting Entity;
(ii) jurisdiction of tax residence of Reporting Entity – select from drop down
box; and
(iii) type of the Reporting Entity – select correct radio button.15
(Refer to paragraph 5 for definition of “Reporting Entity”.)

Figure 48: ROS CbC reporting notification form - Step 8

If it is known by the notification date that the secondary reporting mechanism will apply because
any of the circumstances outlined in paragraph 12 are present, Revenue expects to be notified that
the domestic constituent entity is the reporting entity. Therefore, the name of the domestic
constituent entity making the notification should be inserted in the “Name of Reporting Entity” field;
‘Ireland’ should be selected in the “Jurisdiction of tax residence of Reporting Entity” field, and
‘Domestic Constituent Entity’ should be selected in the “Type of Reporting Entity” field.
15 Guidance published by the OECD in August 2016 confirms that parent surrogate filing is a form of
surrogate filing. Therefore, where an MNE Group is availing of the parent surrogate filing mechanism
(refer to paragraph 15 above), the domestic constituent entity should select “Surrogate Parent Entity”
when indicating the type of Reporting Entity.
14
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3.1.12 The user will be asked to confirm whether the notification is intended to

satisfy notification requirements of (other) domestic constituent entities by
selecting either the “Yes” or “No” radio button, as appropriate.

Figure 49: ROS CbC reporting notification form - Step 9

3.1.13 If “No” is selected, go to step 3.1.15.
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3.1.14 If “Yes” is selected, the user must include details of all domestic constituent

entities, on whose behalf the entity is making the notification.
There are two options to include details for domestic constituent entities: (i)
complete the online form - refer to 3.1.14.1 below or (ii) import a file – refer to
3.1.14.2 below.

Figure 50: ROS CbC reporting notification form - yes - Step 10
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3.1.14.1 Complete the online form



The “Name” field is mandatory, and the name of the domestic
constituent entity must be entered in all cases.



The “Tax Reference Number” field should be completed where the
domestic constituent entity is registered for tax.



Clicking “Add” inserts an additional line to enable the user to enter
details for a number of domestic constituent entities. The maximum
number of domestic constituent entities for which details can be
entered is 1,000.



Clicking “Remove” deletes a row.



Prior to submitting the form (by clicking the “Submit” button), any blank
rows should be removed.

Figure 51: ROS CbC reporting notification form - yes - Step 11
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3.1.14.2 Upload a CSV file

Where the notification is intended to satisfy the CbC Reporting notification
obligations of a number of domestic constituent entities, the “Import File”
option may be used.
To use this option:
•

Click on “Download CSV Template”. The user will be redirected to a
separate Excel spreadsheet.

Figure 52 ROS CbC reporting notification form - yes - Step 12

•

Complete the template.
o The “Name” field is mandatory, and the name of the domestic
constituent entity must be entered in all cases.
o The “Tax Reference Number” field should be completed where
the domestic constituent entity is registered for tax.
o Save the file in “.csv” (comma separated values) format to the
user network/drive.
Tax Reference Number of
Domestic Constituent Entity

Name of Domestic
Constituent Entity

1234567T

123 Limited

2345678T

456 Limited
ABC Limited
XYZ Limited

Figure 53: ROS CbC reporting notification form - yes - Step 13
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Return to the online form and click “Import File”.

Figure 54: ROS CbC reporting notification form - yes - Step 14

•

The following screen will appear:

Figure 55: ROS CbC reporting notification form - yes - Step 15

•

Click “Browse” and locate the CSV file in the user network/drive and click
“Submit”.
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•

If the CSV file passes all validation checks, the online form will be
populated with the details of the domestic constituent entities included
in the CSV file. The maximum number of domestic constituent entities for
which details can be entered is 1,000.

•

The CSV file may be rejected for a number of reasons as set out in the
table below (see left column). If the file is rejected a message will display
to inform the user of the error (see right column). The user should
correct the error and upload the file again.
Condition

Message Displayed

The imported file is
empty.

“The imported file is
empty.”

The imported file is not a
valid CSV file.

“Please import a valid CSV
file.”

File header is incorrect.

“Invalid file header. Not
processing file.”

Data is not correct on a
particular line - e.g. 3
columns instead of 2.

“Invalid file data in line
{line number}. Not
processing file.”

The maximum number of
domestic constituent
entity details (i.e. 1,000)
has been exceeded.

“Not processing file. The
maximum number of
Domestic Constituent
Entities that can be added
to the notification is
1,000.”
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3.1.15 The user will note four options included at the bottom of the screen “Back”,

“Clear”, “Save”, and “Submit”.

Figure 56: ROS CbC reporting notification form - no - Step 10

•

Clicking “Back” brings the user back to the previous screen (i.e. to return
to ROS homepage). Changes will be saved.

•

Clicking “Clear” clears the entire contents of the form.

•

Clicking “Save” saves the form for completion and submission at a later
date or by another ROS user.

•

Clicking “Submit” submits the form. Refer to steps 3.1.16 – 3.1.18 to
complete the process.
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3.1.16 When the user clicks “Submit”, the user will be redirected to the “Sign and

Submit” screen. Enter the ROS password and click “Sign & Submit”.

Figure 57: ROS CbC reporting notification form - no -Step 11

3.1.17 The user should receive the below acknowledgment and a reference

number, which the user may wish to print for its records. Click “Go to ROS”.

Figure 58 ROS CbC reporting notification form - no -Step 12
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3.1.18 The user will receive a new notification in the Revenue Record to confirm the

CbC Reporting Notification Form has been received by Revenue. Click on the
notice number to access a copy of the CbC Reporting Notification Form
submitted which the user may wish to print for its records.

Figure 59: ROS CbC reporting notification form – yes - Step 16 - no --Step 13
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APPENDIX IV - XML Schema: Naming Conventions
To ensure a CbC XML file passes validation and to provide for the possible
amendment of the file, there are a number of elements within a CbC XML file for
which unique values should be used. To ensure that unique values are used,
Revenue has produced naming conventions for the relevant elements.
These elements are identified in the OECD Country-by-Country Reporting XML
Schema: User Guide for Tax Administrations (version 1.01 – September 2017),
however for ease of reference, the elements (and corresponding page number in
the User Guide) are as follows:
1. MessageRefID (page 7)
2. DocRefID format for use within the ReportingEntity Element (page 25)
3. DocRefID format for use within the CbCReports Element
4. DocRefID format for use within the AdditionalInfo Element
A further description of the elements is available in the OECD Country-byCountry Reporting XML Schema: User Guide for Tax Administrations and below in
the introduction to each element.
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1 – MessageRefID format
Element:

MessageRefID

Datatype:

xsd:string

Pattern:

IE<reporting_year><RE_Revenue_customer_number>MS<RE_Message_uid>

Descriptio
n:



IE Sending country code



<reporting_year> Year of the reporting period



- Hyphen



<RE_Revenue_customer_number> The reporting entity’s Revenue
customer number (Tax number or ‘ROS reporting entity’ registration
number)



‘MS’ indicates that this is a MessageRefID



<RE_Message_uid> A unique id for each message. This could be a
sequential number or a timestamp or another unique identifier of the
reporting entity’s choosing.

Examples:

First message sent by a reporting entity (using a sequential number):
IE2016-3346602FHMS0001
Where:
IE is the sending country code
2016 is the year of the reporting period
- Hyphen
3346602FH is the reporting entity’s Revenue customer number (Tax
number or ‘ROS reporting entity’ registration number)
MS indicates that this is a MessageRefID
0001 is the unique id for this message
Second message sent by a reporting entity (using a sequential number):
IE2016-3346602FHMS0002
Alternative example using a timestamp for the unique id rather than a
sequential number:
IE2016-3346602FHMS1472142039115
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2. DocRefID - ReportingEntity
The DocRefID element is a free text field capturing the sender’s unique identifying
number (created by the sender) that identifies a particular ReportingEntity,
CbCReport or AdditionalInfo element within the message.
The ReportingEntity element contains the identifying information for the entity of
the MNE Group that ensures the preparation and filing of the CbC Report.
Table 1 – DocRefID format for use within the ReportingEntity Element
Element:

DocRefID

Datatype:

xsd:string

Pattern:

IE<reporting_year><RE_Revenue_customer_number>RE<ReportingEntity_uid>

Description:



IE Sending country code



<reporting_year> Year of the reporting period



- Hyphen



<RE_Revenue_customer_number> The reporting entity’s Revenue
customer number (Tax number or ‘ROS reporting entity’ registration
number)



‘RE’ indicates that this is a DocRefID for use within the ReportingEntity
Element



<ReportingEntity_uid> A unique id for each ReportingEntity Element.
This could be a sequential number or a timestamp or another unique
identifier of the reporting entity’s choosing.

Examples:

Example 1 - ReportingEntity_uid is a sequential number
First message sent by a ReportingEntity
IE2016-3346602FHRE0000000001
Where:
IE is the sending country code
2016 is the year of the reporting period
- Hyphen
3346602FH is the reporting entity’s Revenue customer number (Tax
number or ‘ROS reporting entity’ registration number)
RE indicates that this is a DocRefID for use within the ReportingEntity
Element
0000000001 is the unique id for this ReportingEntity Element
A subsequent message is sent by the reporting entity, correcting a detail
within the ReportingEntity Element according to the correction process and
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including a new DocRefID within the ReportingEntity Element as follows
(using a sequential number):
IE2016-3346602FHRE0000000002
Example 2 - ReportingEntity_uid is a timestamp
IE2016-3346602FHRE1472142039115
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3. DocRefID - CbcReports
The CbcReports element contains, for each Tax Jurisdiction in which the MNE Group
operates, the summary of key indicators, as well as a list of all Constituent Entities
and their business activities.
Table 2 – DocRefID format for use within the CbcReports Element
Element:

DocRefID

Datatype:

xsd:string

Pattern:

IE<reporting_year><RE_Revenue_customer_number>CbC<CbcReports_uid>

Descriptio
n:



IE Sending country code



<reporting_year> Year of the reporting period



- Hyphen



<RE_Revenue_customer_number> The reporting entity’s Revenue
customer number (Tax number or ‘ROS reporting entity’ registration
number)



‘CbC’ indicates that this is a DocRefID for use within the CbcReports
Element



<CbcReports_uid> A unique id for each CbcReports Element. This could
be a sequential number or a timestamp or another unique identifier of
the reporting entity’s choosing.

Examples:

Example 1 - CbcReports_uid is a sequential number
First message sent by a ReportingEntity
IE2016-3346602FHCbC0000000001
Where:
IE is the sending country code
2016 is the year of the reporting period
- Hyphen
3346602FH is the reporting entitity’s Revenue customer number (Tax
number or ‘ROS reporting entity’ registration number)
CbC indicates that this is a DocRefID for use within the CbcReports Element
0000000001 is the unique id for this CbcReports Element
The second CbcReports Element within the same message includes the
following DocRefID:
IE2016-3346602FHCbC0000000002
Example 2 - CbcReports_uid is a timestamp
IE2016-3346602FHCbC1472142039115
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4. DocRefID – AdditionalInfo
The AdditionalInfo element allows the filer to include any further brief
information or explanation that they consider necessary or that would facilitate
the understanding of the compulsory information provided in the CbC Report/
Equivalent CbC Report.
Table 3 – DocRefID format for use within the AdditionalInfo Element
Element:

DocRefID

Datatype:

xsd:string

Pattern:

IE<reporting_year>-<RE_Revenue_customer_number>AF<AdditionalInfo_uid>

Description:



IE Sending country code



<reporting_year> Year of the reporting period



- Hyphen



<RE_Revenue_customer_number> The reporting entity’s Revenue
customer number (Tax number or ‘ROS reporting entity’ registration
number)



‘AF’ indicates that this is a DocRefID for use within the AdditionalInfo
Element



< AdditionalInfo_uid> A unique id for each AdditionalInfo Element. This
could be a sequential number or a timestamp or another unique identifier
of the reporting entity’s choosing.
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Example 1 - AdditionalInfo_uid is a sequential number
First message sent by a ReportingEntity
IE2016-3346602FHAF0000000001
Where: IE is the sending country code
2016 is the year of the reporting period
- Hyphen
3346602FH is the reporting entity’s Revenue customer number (Tax number or
‘ROS reporting entity’ registration number)
AF indicates that this is a DocRefID for use within the AdditionalInfo Element
0000000001 is the unique id for this AdditionalInfo Element
A subsequent message is sent by the reporting entity, correcting a detail within
the AdditionalInfo Element according to the correction process and including a
new DocRefID within the AdditionalInfo Element as follows (using a sequential
number):
IE2016-3346602FHAF0000000002
Example 2 - AdditionalInfo_uid is a timestamp
IE2016-3346602FHAF1472142039115
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APPENDIX V - Step-by-Step Guide to filing Country-byCountry (“CbC”) Reports / Equivalent CbC Reports in
accordance with Regulation 8 of the CbC Reporting
Regulations
The annual filing obligations of all constituent entities required to file CbC Reports /
Equivalent CbC Reports in Ireland are set out in paragraph 7 above. (For the
purposes of this Step-by-Step Guide “entity” refers to an Irish ultimate parent entity,
surrogate parent entity, EU designated entity or domestic constituent entity, unless
otherwise specified.)
As noted in paragraph 21 above, all CbC Reports / Equivalent CbC Reports must be
filed online via ROS.
CbC Reporting ROS Filing Process – Summary
The following steps are involved:


Step 1: Retrieve CbC Reporting Notification reference number. (In order to file a
CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report on ROS, a CbC Reporting Notification must
first have been made in advance. Refer to Appendix III for a Step-by-Step Guide
on how to make CbC Reporting Notifications.)



Step 2: File CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report.

The steps involved in filing a CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report are the same for all
users of the system regardless of whether the user is an entity or an agent.
1.

Retrieve CbC Reporting Notification Reference Number
This section can only be completed where a CbC Reporting Notification has
been made in advance. If a CbC Reporting Notification has not been made, refer
to Appendix III.
Follow steps 1.1 to 1.9 to retrieve a CbC Reporting Notification reference
number.
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1.1

Log into ROS.

1.2

Agents only (entities skip to Step 1.3): Under the “Agent Services” tab, locate
the entity using one of the available options. You will be redirected to the
“Client Services” tab for the relevant entity.

Figure 60: Retrieve CbC reporting notification number - Agents only
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Select the “Revenue Record” tab (for entities) or “Client Revenue Record”
tab (for agents).

Figure 61: Retrieve CbC reporting notification number - Step 1
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Select “Search using Document Type” in the “Search by” dropdown list.

Figure 62: Retrieve CbC reporting notification number - Step 2
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Select “DAC4-CbC” in the first drop-down box (Tax Type/Duty/Rep. Oblig.)
and “CbCR Notification” in the second drop-down box (Document Type).
Click “Search”.

Figure 63: Retrieve CbC reporting notification number - Step 3
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Locate the relevant CbC Reporting Notification to which the CbC Report /
Equivalent CbC Report relates.

Figure 64: Retrieve CbC reporting notification number - Step 4

1.7

Click on the Notice Number. A copy of the CbC Reporting Notification
submitted will appear on screen.

Figure 65 Retrieve CbC reporting notification number - Step 5

1.8

Review the CbC Reporting Notification for accuracy. If the details are correct,
proceed to Step 1.9. If any of the details are incorrect, refer to paragraph 33
for detail on how to submit a replacement notification. Replacement
notifications (where required) should be made before proceeding to the next
step.
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Take note of the CbC Reporting Notification reference number. Exit screen.

Figure 66: Retrieve CbC reporting notification number - Step 6

File CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report

2.

This section can only be completed where a CbC Reporting Notification
reference number has been retrieved from ROS. Refer to Step 1 above.
Follow steps 2.1 to 2.14 to file a CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report.
2.1

Select the “My Services” tab (for entities) or “Client Services” tab (for
agents).

Figure 67: File CbC / Equivalent CbC report - Step 1
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Under “Complete a Form On-line”, select “DAC4-CbC” in the drop-down box.
A second drop-down box will appear. Select “CbC Report” in the second
drop-down box. Click “Submit”.

Figure 68: File CbC / Equivalent CbC report - Step 2
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The user will be redirected to the “Country-by-Country Report” screen.
Enter the reference number for the CbC Reporting Notification to which the
CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report relates (refer to Step 1.9 above) and
select “Retrieve Details”.

Figure 69: File CbC / Equivalent CbC report - Step 3

Note: The reference number entered must be for a current CbC Reporting
Notification (i.e. the notification must exist and must not have been replaced
by a subsequent notification). Further, the CbC Reporting Notification must
have been submitted under the same tax reference number as the CbC
Report / Equivalent CbC Report is to be filed. Where one of the above
validation checks fail, a validation error message will be displayed to advise as
follows:
“The reference number entered does not relate to a valid CbC Reporting
Notification for this tax reference number (i.e. the notification does not exist,
it was subsequently replaced, or it does not match this tax reference
number). Please address this issue in order to continue.”
The user should correct the error in order to proceed to the next step.
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Where a valid CbC Reporting Notification number is entered, the CbC Report
online form will display pre-populated using details previously submitted as
part of the CbC Reporting Notification. These details are displayed in ‘read
only’ format. The user should review the details and confirm they are
correct. If an amendment is required to the CbC Reporting Notification, refer
to Step 1.8 above.

Figure 70: File CbC / Equivalent CbC report - Step 4

2.5

Where the user is an ultimate parent entity, surrogate parent entity or EU
domestic entity (or an agent filing on behalf of such entities), go to Step 2.7.

2.6

Where the user is a domestic constituent entity (or an agent filing on behalf
of such entity), additional detail must be provided, as follows:


Select the type of report to be provided: “CbC Report” or “Equivalent
CbC Report”.



Select “Yes” or “No” to the following question: “Has the Domestic
Constituent Entity requested its Ultimate Parent Entity to provide it with
all the information required to prepare a CbC Report?”.



Select “Yes” or “No” to the following question: “Has the Ultimate Parent
Entity refused to provide the Domestic Constituent Entity with all
information to enable it to prepare and provide a CbC Report?”.
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If “Yes” is selected, additional detail must be provided, as follows:
o Name of Ultimate Parent Entity; and
o Jurisdiction of Tax Residence of Ultimate Parent Entity.

Figure 71: File CbC / Equivalent CbC report - Step 6 (Part 1)

Figure 72: File CbC / Equivalent CbC report - Step 6 (Part 2)
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Select “Add File” to attach a CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report.

Figure 73: File CbC / Equivalent CbC report - Step 7

2.8

The following window will appear. Click “Browse” and locate the XML file in
the user network/drive and click “Submit”.
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Figure 74: File CbC / Equivalent CbC report - Step 8

Note: Validation "warnings" will appear when a user clicks on the “Submit”
button where they have selected the following combinations on the online
form:
(i) CbC Report selected & ‘Yes’ answered to the question “Has the Ultimate
Parent Entity refused to provide the Domestic Constituent Entity with all
information required to enable it to prepare and provide a CbC Report?”
Warning: "The responses selected indicate that the Domestic Constituent
Entity is filing a CbC Report, but also indicate that the Ultimate Parent Entity
refused to provide the Domestic Constituent Entity with all information
required to enable it to prepare and provide a CbC Report. Please check the
responses and either (i) amend your responses, or (ii) select “Submit” to
proceed."
(ii) Equivalent CbC Report selected & ‘No’ answered to the question “Has the
Ultimate Parent Entity refused to provide the Domestic Constituent Entity
with all information required to enable it to prepare and provide a CbC
Report?”
Warning: "The responses selected indicate that the Domestic Constituent
Entity is filing an Equivalent CbC Report, but also indicate that the Ultimate
Parent Entity did not refuse to provide the Domestic Constituent Entity with
all information required to enable it to prepare and provide a CbC Report.
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Please check the responses and either (i) amend your responses, or (ii) select
“Submit” to proceed.”
The user should exit the warning screen and review the form for accuracy
before proceeding. Refer to Step 2.6.
2.9

If the XML file passes initial (CbC XML schema and CbC Reporting
Notification) validation checks, the user is returned to the CbC Report screen
where the name of the XML file uploaded appears on the form. The user has
the option of removing this file through the “Remove file” button.

Figure 75: File Cbc / Equivalent CbC report – Step 9



Subject to successful CbC XML schema validation, the Revenue system
will read the values for the <ReportingPeriod> and the
<ReportingRole> elements of the XML file and compare these values
to the corresponding read only values retrieved from the CbC
Reporting Notification. Where these values do not match, a validation
error message will be displayed to advise as follows:

“The value for the <ReportingPeriod> element within the report does not
match the value for the “Reporting period end date” above, which was
retrieved from the CbC Reporting Notification. In order to continue, please (i)
submit an amended CbC Reporting Notification and obtain a new reference
number, or (ii) attach an updated report.”
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or
“The value for the <ReportingRole> element within the report does not
match the value for “Entity type” above, which was retrieved from the CbC
Reporting Notification. In order to continue, please (i) submit an amended
CbC Reporting Notification and obtain a new reference number, or (ii) attach
an updated report.”
Should the user choose to submit a replacement CbC Reporting Notification
in response to one of the above errors, this can be done by clicking on the
“Back” button at the bottom of the form. This will return the user to the “My
Services” tab on ROS. Refer to paragraph 33 for details on how to make a
replacement CbC Reporting Notification.
Should the user choose to submit an updated CbC Report / Equivalent CbC
Report (XML file) in response to one of the above errors, this can be done by
clicking on the “Remove File” button to remove the current file (Note: the
“Add File” button changes to “Remove File” once a file has been uploaded).
Once the current file is removed, the button changes back to “Add File” and
the user can then select the updated XML file to be submitted.
2.10 The user will note four options included at the bottom of the screen “Back”,

“Clear”, “Save”, and “Submit”.

Figure 76: File CbC / Equivalent CbC report - Step 10

•

Clicking “Back” brings the user back to the previous screen (ROS home
screen). Changes will be saved.

•

Clicking “Clear” clears the entire contents of the form.
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•

Clicking “Save” saves the form for completion and submission at a later
date or by another ROS user.

•

Clicking “Submit” submits the form. Refer to steps 2.11 to 2.14 to
complete the process.

2.11 When the user clicks “Submit”, the user will be redirected to the “Sign and

Submit” screen. Enter the ROS password and click “Sign & Submit”.

Figure 77: File CbC / Equivalent CbC report - Step 11

2.12 The user should receive the below acknowledgment. (Please note that this

acknowledgement does not mean the CbC Report / Equivalent CbC Report
has passed all validations and been accepted by Revenue’s system – see
below).

Figure 78: File CbC / Equivalent CbC report - Step 12

The XML file will then be validated to ensure it passes the relevant File and
Record Validations as set out in Part B of the OECD Country-by-Country
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Reporting Status Message XML Schema: User Guide for Tax Administrations
(the “OECD Status Message XML Schema User Guide”), which is available at
http://www.oecd.org/tax/beps/country-by-country-reporting-statusmessage-xml-schema-user-guide-for-tax-administrations.htm
A Status Message will subsequently be provided in the ROS Revenue Record
indicating the results of the validation (refer to Section 2.13 below).
2.13 The user will receive a new notification in the Revenue Record (for entities)

or Client Revenue Record (for agents) to confirm the CbC Report Form has
been received by Revenue and whether the CbC Report / Equivalent CbC
Report has been accepted or rejected. Click on the notice number.

Figure 79: File CbC / Equivalent CbC report - Step 13

2.14 The user will see a summary of the CbC Report online form details submitted.



Where the file is accepted, a screen similar to that below will appear,
which the user may wish to print for its records.
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Figure 80: File CbC / Equivalent CbC report - Step 14



Where the file is rejected, a screen similar to that below will appear
which will outline the reason(s) for failure. The user should refer to
the OECD Status Message XML User Guide in order to correct the
error(s) and then submit an updated CbC Report / Equivalent CbC
Report (XML file).

Figure 81: File CbC / Equivalent CbC report - Step 15
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